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ABSTRACT

Cbromitite sarnples from the Vourinos ophiolite complex, in northwestem Greece, are found to contain platinum-group
minerals (PGM) derived fromthe in situa/ltf,rafLonof primary (magmanc) PGM atlow temperature. Primary laurite andruthenian
pentlandite located adjacent to cracks in partially serpentinted chromitite are replaced along tleir rim by metallic Ru and
awaruite. l,audte in serpentine displays a rim depleted in S, Ir, and Os, and enriched in Fe and Ni. Several PGE alloys emiched
in h, Pt, and Pd (Ir- Rh - Fe -Ni - CU Ni -Fe - Pt, Cu -Pt-Pd), and an unknown Ru - Os - Ir- Fe compound were discovered
in strongly weathered chromitite from Agriatses, usually associated with chlorite, ferrian chromite, and abundant limonite.
Experimintal monitoring of the fluorescence effect due to chromite in the analysis of various PGM leads to the inference that the
Ru - Os - h - Fe compound contains oxygen. It was not possible to establish ilthe mineral is an intergrowth of Ru-rich alloy
with Fe-hydroxide (goothite or limonite) or a true PGE oxide. On tle basis of the restricted occurrence of these PGM to weathered
chromititi, as well as paragenetic and compositional considerations, the secondary assemblage seems to have formcd at low
temperatures by in situ desulfurization of a PGM sulfide precursor, during serpentinization, followed by oxidation of the
dezulfirized PGM, under conditions of weathering.

Keyword*: plarinum-group minerals, alteration, serpentinized chromitite, wealhered cbromitite, Vourinos, Greece.

SoMuens

Des 6chantillons de cbronitite prcvenant du complexe ophiolitique de Vourinos, dans le sectew nord-ouest de la GGce'
contiennent des min6raux du groupe du platine (MGP| denye; par l'alt6ration in ritu b faible temp€rature de min6raux primaires
(magmatiques). La laurite et la pentlandite ruthdnifbre se trouvant le long de fissures dans la chromitite partiellemetrt serpentinis6e
sonirempl-ac6es d leur bordure par le Ru natif et l'awaruite. La laurite pi6g€e dans la serpentine a une bordure appauvrie en S'
h, et Os, et emichie en Fe et Ni Plusieurs alliages des 6l€nents du groupe du platine enrichis en h, Pl et Pd (h - Rh - Fe - Ni
-Cu,Ni-Fe-PLCu-ft-Pd),etuncomposdbRu-Os-h-Fem6connuontdtdddcouvertsdansdes6chanti l lonsde
cbromitite fortement mdt6oris6s d;Agriatses, g?n6ralement en association avec chlorite, chromite enrichie en Fe3+, et limonite
abondante. Un contr0le exffrimental de f effet de fluorescence dt i la cbromite dans l'analysis des particules de MG. P. nous fait
penser que le compos6 i Ru - Os - Ir - Fe contient de l'oxygBne. Par contre, il n'a pas 6t6 possible d'6tablir si le min€ral est en
fait une-intercroisJance d'un alliage riche en Ru et d'hydroxyde de fer (goethite ou limonite), ou bien vraiment un oxyde de Ru.
D'aprbs ta ctistribution de ces MGP limitEe aux 6chantillons de chromitite m6t6oris6s, ainsi que les considdrations-deparagenbse
et di composition, l'assemblage de mindraux secondaires se serait form6 i faible temp€rature, pax perte de s9ufre in sin d'rm
min6ral primaire pr6curseur, iu cows de la serpentinisatio& suivie d'une oxydation du mindral n6oform6 dans un milieu de
mdt6orisation active.

(fraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: min6raux du groupe du platine, altfration, chromitite serpentinis6e, cbromitite m6t6orisde' Vourinos, Grdce.

INTRODUCilON

It is commonly held that platinum-group minerals
(PGMI associated with chromitites are magmatic in
origin. They generally consist of alloys, sulfides and
sulfa$enides that are believed to have crysrallized
before and during the precipitation ofchromite. Parage-
netic and textural relationships among different phases

are generally consistent with magmatic conditions
involving the increase of sulfur fugacity with decreas-
ing temperature (Stockman & Hlava 1984), leading, in
some case, to the appearance of an immiscible sulfide
liquid in the cbromite-forming system. on the other hand"
there is noril convincing evidence that pt'tmary PGM
may become unsable during posmagmafic, supergene
evolution of the ultramafic host (Bowles 7986, L987,
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Bowles et al. 1D4). Several recent sfirdies have confirmed
that PGM can be in some way modified or altered as a
result of the mobility of the platinum-group elements
(PGE) at a relatively low temperature. Inversion of the
"f(St 

*agqaaCc trend can take place during serpentini-
zation, and formation of native PGE instead of sulfides is
ge,nerally favored Stockman & Hlava (1984) argued that
Ru-rich alloys in cbromitites of southwestern Oregonmay
have originated by desulfurization of primary laurite
during serpentinization, the process involving addition
of Fe-Nito the red;ucedPGM. Formation of nativePGE
and alloys as aresult of low-temperature secondary altera-
tion was subsequently reported from a number of PGM-
mineralized cbromitites (Prichard & Tarkian 1988"
McElduff& Strmpfl 1990, Nilsson 1990, Kieser 1994,
Prjrchlr:d et aJ. 1994). In particular, the alteration of laurite
!o form native Ru at low temperature was conclusively

demonstraJed in chromitites of Rond4 Spain (Iones-Ruiz
et al. L996).

As part of a comparative study of chromite-related
PGE mheraltzation in upper-mantle orogenic massifs,
an overview of PGM mineralization in the Vourinos
chromitites was undertaken. The results of the previous
investigations were generally confirmed; they show the
existence of primary Ru - Os -h PGM (laurite, irarsite,
Os - h alloys) as inclusions in fresh cbromite (Aug6 1985,
1988, Irgendre & Aug6 1986, Augd & Johan 1988). A
distinctive paragenetic assemblage of PGM rn apparent
disequilibrium with magmatic conditions was also dis-
covered. The assemblage sugggsts an orign at low tem-
perature, by iz sira desulfurization of pre-existing PGM
sulfides.Inthis paper, we describe the mineralogy, t€xtual
relrations md composition of hw PGM ndtheir associated
minerals" and discuss gelretic aspects of the mineralization
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Ftc. l. Geological sketch-map of the Vourinos ophiolite complex, showing location of the
chromite mines and chromitite occurrences examined in the present work.
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TABLE 1. MINERALOCY AND FREQUENCY OF PGM GRAINS
IN THE SAMPLBS INVESTIGATED

Sample Locatity Ore type Degree of
serpentinization

613

No. of
grains

v s l
v s 2
v s 3
v s 5

Kissavos
Kissavos
Kissavos
Agriatses

VS 6 Agriatses

VS 11 Voidolakkos
VS 12 Voidolakkos

VS 13 Voidolakkos

VS 14 Koursumia
VS 15 Aetoraches
VS 16 Aetoraches
VS 18 Xerolivado

VS 19 Xerolivado
VCR 2 Xerolivado

In place Massive Strong Laurite
Dump Massive Strong Laurite

In place Leopard Srong Laurite
Dump Massive Strong Laurite

Iramite
Secondary PGM

Dump Massive Strong Laurite
Secondary PGM

Dump LoPard Weak Laurite
Dump Massive Weak Os-Ir-Ru alloY

Ruthenian Pentlandite
Dump Schlieren Weak Laurite

Serondary PGM
Dump Massive Strong Laurite

In place Schlieren Medium Laurite
In place Schlieren Strong Laurite

Stock pile Schlieren Medium OsJr-Ru alloy
Cuproiridsite

Stock pile Schlieren Medium Laurite
Stock pile Schlieren Medium Laurite

I
z
2
I

l 6
I

GsolocrcAl Sgrrr{c
AND TIIE METENTAT IUVTSTIGATM

The Vourinos ophiolite complex (Fig. 1) extends
over about 400 km2 in northwestern Greece. Although
tectonically disrupted and affected by serpentinization,
the complex constitutes an almost complete ophiolite
suite of eady to middle Jurassic age. More than 7(D occur-
rences of chromitite ore, including some of the largest
producing chromium mines in the country, are found in
the complex, mostly in the mantle tectonite unit. Size,
mor?hology, and textues typical of ophiolitic chromi-
tite, disseminate4 schlieren, leopard, and massive ore,
have been described (Economou et eI. 1986, Roberts
et al. L988).

During this investigation, a total of 20 chromitite
samples were collected in place or from stockpiles and
dumps in mining operations at Kissavos, Agriatses,
Voidolalkos, Koursoumia, Aetoraches, Xerolivado,
and Tsouka (Fig. 1).The samples containing PGM are
listed in Table 1. The samples are representatives of
different types of ore and exhibit partial (<lOVo) to
almost complete serpentinization. In the less-altered
samples from Voidolalkos, Aetoraches, and Xerolivado,
pseudomorphic serpentine develops on olivine relics,
and serpentine veins are rare. In the most intensely
serpentinized samples (Kissavos, Agriatses), retcs of
olivine are absent, and serpentine displays afelted texure,
with abundant cross-cutting veins (of serpentine). The
samples from Agriatses were collected in the old mine

dump, and exhibit evidence of long exposure to weath-
ering, resulting in clay-rich and femrginous crusts.

The cbromite locally shows pull-apart textures and
brecciation, and invariably is transformed into Mg-Al-
poor and Cr-Fe$-rich *ferritchrcmit" (hereafter re-
ferred to as ferrian chromite) along the rim and cracks,
whereas the core ofgrains is usually free ofsuch altera-
tion. Primary inclusions in fresh chromite consist of
Ni-Fe{u sulfides (pentlandite, pyrrhotite, chalcopy-
rite, bornite), silicates (olivine, pyroxenes), and the
PGM (fable 1). Serpentine and chromian chlinoclore
constitrte the most common filling of cracks and fissures
in the chromite, usually associated vdth the fenian
chromite alteration and, in some cases, accompaniedby
Cr-rich magnetite. The secondary opaque-mineral
assemblage also comprises penttandite, milerite, heazle-
woodite, Ni-Fe alloys (awarutte) and native copper
occurring in the ferrian chromite alteration zones or in
the silicate matrix to the chromite. Abundant limonite
developed along craclis as minute botryoidal aggregates
in the weathered samples of Agriatses. Seveml PGM
were discovered as part of the secondary paragenesis
(Table 1).

E:ET,NNM.ITAL

M etho ds of inv e s ti g ation

Two polished sections were prepared from each
sample of cbromitite and examined by reflected-light
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microscopy at 250-800X magnificatio& which allowed
the detection of more than 50 grains of PGM. Observa-
tion of optical properties was limited to the estimate of
color, anisotropy, and reflectance, the latter by com-
parison with associated PGM and base-metal sulfi.des.
The PGM grans were investigated in sin by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and electon-microprobe
analysis. Back-scattered electon @SE) images were
obtained at the University of Parma using a JEOL
instrument operated at 15 kV and 20 nA. Elecfon-mi-
croprobe analyses were carried out at the University of
Modenausing an ARL-SEMQ insFument operated at an
accelerating voltage in the range 25-15 kV and a beam
current in the range 20-10 nA, with a beam diameter of
about L pn. Pure metals and natural chromite were tle
standards forPGEand Cr, respectively, whereas counts
of S, As, and the base metals @e, Ni, Co, and Cu) were

calibraled with syntletic NiAs, FeSz, CoAsS, and
CuFeS2. The following X-ray lines were used: Kcr for S,
Cr, Fe Cu, Co andNi,lrlforh, Ru" Rtr, Pt, PdandAs, and
Ma for Os. Automatic corrections were made to take
care ofthe interferences Ru - Rh, h - Cu, and Rh - Pd.

Electron-microprob e analytical problenx

It is well known from the literature tlat electron-
microprobe analysis of PGM poses a serious challenge
owing to the small size of grains, usually close to the
limits for quantitative determination, and because of
the common presence of pores or small-scale inter-
growths with other phases. The main problems involved
are: i) low analytical totals, and ii) spurious fluores-
cence from direct or secondary excitation of the adjacent
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Ftc. 2. A and B. Monitoring ofthe matrix-fluorescence effect on the total (after correction for chromit€) and the apparent Cr
content of PGM as function of grain size. The size of 5 gm appears to be a critical limi! under which matrix effects become
dramaticbecause of direct excitation of the surroundings. Open circles: grains of laurite and Os -kalloyincludedin cbromite
(the two grains between 5 and 10 pm having 0 wtVo Cr are included in silicate); filled circles: grains of oxygen-bearing Ru
; og - h - Fe compound. C and D. Variation of oxygen content as function of chromium and grain size in-chromite-hosted
laurite (open circles) and oxygen-bearing Ru - Os - h - Fe compound (filled circles). fne ligb content of oxygen in the
compound is urelated to grain size in grains larger rhan about 7 pm.
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phases, which can be efficienfly minimized by the
choice of appropriate analytical conditions (accelerating
potential bam crment and diameter, takeoff angle of the
instrument). In the present case, the analyzed PGM vary
in size from L to 25 pm, and are mostly enclosed in
chromite. The effects of these feafirres were experimen-
tally monitored by plotting the variation in analytical
total and Cr content as function ofgrain size for various
types of PGM @ig*2\ B). Size was measured in
surface sections of grains, which does not take into
account the third dimension, whereas totals and Cr
contents refer to the grain core; we assumed that in this
zone, the analytical results were as close to ideal as
possible. Substantial Cr was found in all the analytical
results, except for PGM gnns included in silicate
0aurite and Os - h alloy), as a result of fluorescence
from the chromite mafiix. The Cr amount dramatically
increases for size values smaller than 5 pm., suggesfing
that direct excitation ofthe chromite probably occurred.
The analytical results were therefore recalculated by
zubtacting all Cr and proportional amounts of Fe accord-
ing to Cr/Fe in the host cbromite. A diameter of 5 Um
appears to be a critical limit (with tle instrumental
conditions adopted) even to the total amount of ele-
ments after Cr subfraction, whichrapidly drops downto
SOVo as a consequence of the drastic reduction of the
PGM volume excited by the electron beam.

Qualintive determination of orygen content

Figure 2.A. shows that the Ru - Os - k - Fe com-
pounds systematically have analytical totals in the
range 75-85 wt7o, in spite ofthe relatively large size of
the grains (>10 Um) and lack of porosity. This feature
was ascribed to the presence of an undetected light
element in the phases investigated. Oxygen was then
sought in a separate run at 10 kV and 40 nA, using the
Ka line, a RAP analyzer crystal, and a flow-counter
delector. The grains were analyzed for chromium at the
same time, in order to evaluate the influence of fluores-
cence from the chromite. Analyses were calibrated with
pure Cr2O3 as reference material, with 30- and 5-s
counting times for peak and background, yielding an
avenage peak-to-background ratio for oxygen of about
35, and a detection limit of O.38 vttVo. The detection
limit climbs to about L.2 *Vo on average in the inves-
tigatedPGM owing to the increased absorption-coefftcient
of the maffix, A strong fluorescence effect from the
chromite host was recorded in the analysis for oxygen.
Repeated analyses of a 15-pm. grain of laurite gave
0.66 tntVo Cr and only 2.6 wt%o O, whereas increasing
amounts of oxygen, up to 30 vt|Vo, were detected in
grains oflaurite ranging from 7 to 2.5 pm across, being
positivd correlated with Cr as a function of decreasing
grain-size @igs. 2C, D). The oxygen content of the
Ru - Os - Ir - Fe compounds also correlates with both
Cr content and grain size, suggesting a stong matrix-
effect. Neverfheless, O concentations are apparently

very high, even in grains larger than 10 Pm; these
results are ascribed to the presence of the element as a
constituent of the grains, although the determination
has only qualitative significance.

THE htruARY AssnrdslAcsoF PGM

Thefirst studies of PGMin chromite deposits of the
Vourinos complex (Aug6 1985, 1988, Legendre &
Aug6 1986, Aug6 & Johan 1988) revealed assemblages
dominated by alloys, sulfides, and minor sulfarsenides
in the temary system Ru - Os - k, accompanied by a
@u,Rh)-bearing base-metal sulfide. The minerals were
found included in fresh chromite @ig. 3A) and were
interpreted as crystals formed in the early magmatic
stage and mechanically tapped in the spinel at a high
temperatue. On the basis of morphological relation-
ships, including epitaxic growth among coexisting alloys
and sulfides and theoretical predictions based on rela-
tive stabilities of. the PGM. those authors were able to
recognize that alloys formed before sulfides, and thus
deduced that the minerals crystrl.lized under conditions
of continuously increasing flS) and decreasing T. In
the course of the present investigation, laurite, irarsite,
and hexagonal Os - h alloy were encountered as pri-
mary magmatic inclusions in cbromite; these have mor-
phological and compositional characters in agreement
with the results of p'revious sftdies. Rep,resentative resulb
of analyses of these PGM are presented in Table 2. In
addition, the same PGM arc also located in the silicate
matrix of the chromitite samples, included in olivine or
serpentine. The inclusion of the PGM in olivine pro-
vides conclusive evidence that they were not exsolved
from the chromite at a subsolidus temperature, as sug-
gested for otlet occurrences (Gijbels et aL L974,
Naldrett & Cabri 1976, Cousins & Vermaak 1976),but
instead crystallized at a high temperature from the
magma. The fact that some of these PGM were found also
in contact with secondary phases such as ferrian cbro-
mite, cbromian chlorite, and serpentine only means that
they could survive the low-temperahre alte,lation of the
host As an example, the PGM agpgate entirely sur-
roundedby serpe'ntine (Fig. 3B) consise of OsoshorsRuo.rs
and an k sumde with a cupro-iridsite-type stoichiomety
(Feo.aeCum5l'{i0.ro)m.seOr r:rRh.arOso:sPto.s5)p.e1Sa but
having Fe > Cu (Table 2, anal. VS18a-1-1 and
VS 1 8a-1-4). The alloy is similar ia composition and habit
to the primary Os - Ir inclusions in chromite (Aug6
1985, 1988), consistent with a magmatic origin. The
association with cupro-iridsite can be interpreted as a case
of epitaxic growth of the sulflde over the pre-existing
alloy, in agreement with the relative stabilities of the
two phases under increasing .flSd and decreasing T at
the magmatic stage. Cleady, the grain is not in equilib-
rium with the enclosing serpentine-rich mafrix, andwas
apparently preserved from alteration.
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Trm AssurmlecE oF SEcoNDARy pGM

T\e PGM of this group may coexist with primary
PGM atthe scale of a polished section, but are typically

located in the altered zones of chromite crystals, close
to fractures, or within the serpentine matrix. They never
are found encased in unfracfuled frssh chromite. In some
cases, ttrey are observed to replace prinary magmatic
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Cr F€ Fot Ni Cu 03 lr Ru Rh Pt Pd S Tot'

Itulu fi&
vsl-l 4.14 121 O.O3 o.l5 o.oo 11.84 133 45.04 0.a9 0.00 0J4 34'6J l@31

Vstal 3-A 1.82 0.55 O.Ol O.tl O.0,o s.4t 621 45,75 2.01 0.M 0'06 36'08 98'tr

vs3e-2 1,62 0.42 O.@ O.ls ().OO 2.85 1.95 J6.E2 0'74 0'00 0'8E 35'62 9'04

VS36{ 3-C lJ8 0.55 O.lO 0.19 O.O5 230 l.t6 55.52 0'70 0n 0'72 36'46 9t'67

VS6o-2 3.07 1.42 o3O O.O9 0.@2134 E.4l 36.t4 0'0? 0'([ 0'42 32'98 100'49

VSll&I 0.(p 0,9 029 0.06 (),O5 0.78 1.59 56.14 1.41 0'00 0'57 37'45 99'm

vsl3aJ-l3-B 1.93 0.500.00 o.{rc 0,00 O.o3 0.33 J9J4 2.ll 0ll 0't4 36J7 99'13

vsl4a-l l.c7 0.56 0.02 O.O5 0.OO 6J6 351 52.?8 0.(}0 0'd) 0'61 37'1 100'74

vsl5-4 1.95 0.65 o.OO 0.09 o.OO Sr3 t.6l 46.01 021 0.N 0.42 36,0 99:17

vcR2-t 431 234 0.96 1j,4 3.412425 528 32.44 0.00 0.@ 0J0 32J7 100.66

Rthanlatt pentlandtb
vsl2-1 3-D 3.0117.4416j.526.16 0.00 3.94 3.44 16.9 0.00 0.09 0.rz n.03 9425

CrptulrusrL
vs'lso-I43-B O.(F 3.90 3.m 132 3.lE ?.0153 20.00 6.05 132 0'(}0 l8J5 Z'65

Os-lr aloy
VSl2aJ ll23 32? O.OO O.OS O.@3932n.42 5'67 0.58 0.00 0,3 0'08 6835

vsl8a-l"l 3-B O.0o 0.49 0.49 0.02 0.0o 49.18 39.93 8.0? 0.00 0'00 0'14 0'09 97'n

Abrttc ps@t (€ldlded Bon @@ted d@)
M
vsl- l
VSI&l
VS3a-2
V33a6
VS6a-2
VSlla-I
VSl3&l i
VSl4al
vslS-4
vcR2-l

tulh.nt@ pentlodle
vsl2-l 16J324.86 0.00 l.l5 1.00 9J4 0.00 0.03 0.06 47.03

TABLE 2. REPRF,SENTATI!'B COMPOSITTONS OF PRIMARY PCM

FROM TIiB VOURINOS CHROMITITES
or even secondary PGM aTong the extemal boundary;
in others, they are found as independent grains having
no replacement relation with primary PGE phases. ln
this instance, their secondary natue was established
indirectly, on the basis of distinctive feaores such as
extremely variable morphology, inegularly zoned inter-
nal texture, rugged surface, intimate intergrowth with
products of low-temperature alteration, such as cblorite,
fenian cbromite, limonite, and chemical compositions
characterized by low to absent S, and a high content of
Fe, Ni, and Cu. Some of these grains may be classified
as PGE-bearing alloys, although others were found to
systematically contain oxygen in amounts not attribut-
able to the matrix effect.

Repl,acemcnt as s o ciatians :
evifunce for desulfurization of PGM

These associations were found in partially serpenti-
nized samples collected in sin and from dumps at all of
the localities investigated. They are characterized by
decrease or disappearance of sulfur in the replacing
phases, indicating desulfurization reactions. Significant
examples are described below.

One grain of primary lawite (Table 2, anal. VS3a-6)
associated with pentlandite is located in cbromite close
to a large fracture filled with serpentine (Fig. 3C). The
laurite is corroded along its rim, and is replaced by the
following metallic phases, reflecting desulfurization:
i) a higbly reflective Ru-rich alloy, and ii) a less highly
reflective Fe - Ni alloy (awaruite?), which also replaces
the adjacent pentlandite. Minor concentrations of S in
the altered rim are ascribed to fluorescence from the
suLfide. One grain of pentlandite from Voidolakkos is
located at the intersection of fractures, in the altered
portion of a chromile crystal, where its hansformation
into femian cbromite is apparent (Fig. 3D). Results of the
electon-microprobe analysis (Iable 2, anat. VS12-1)
confim the pentlandite-type stoichiometry, but show a
relatively high eea1q1 of Ru (Niaspe41Ru15eoss2h6.17)2e
Ssl, suggesting ruthenian pentlandite (Genkn et aI.
1976). Ttie grain is rimmed almost continuously with
metallic Ru. Laths of Ru-free pentlandite are attached
to the extemal border, and appear to be partially replaced
by Ni - Fe alloy, possibly awaruite. Further evidence
for desulfurization is given by a single grain of laurite
included in serpentine inegularly replaced by a S-poor
Ru - Os - h sulficle Gig. 3F). A small crystal of irarsite
in contact with the sulfide exhibits a polygonal shape
and a homogeneous surface, sugges 

'ng that it did not
suffer alteration. A series of four spot-analyses across
the PGM sulfide @g. 4) shows that the sulfru/metal
ratio decreases from 2 in the laurite to 0.75 and 0.53 in the
rim sulfide (Iable 3, anal. YS2a-L-2 and VS2a-1-3).
The proportion of Ru, Os and h and the Fe content'
also are modified; there is an increase in Ru/Ir and also,
to a lesser extent, Ru/Os; at the same time, there is a
significant increase in Fe, along with a minor increase

o.{x o.l5 0.00 3.19 2.42 n.t2 0.53 0!0 0'19 65.76
o.ol o.r2 o.@ 2& l.$ n.@ t.l6 0.01 0.04 67.10
o.oo o.lE o.oo 0.E7 0.59 32.75 0.42 0.00 0.48 64.71
0.lo o.r8 0.04 0.85 0J6 31.73 0J9 0.0t 0J9 65.67
035 0.lo o'@ 7.19 2.80 2335 0.04 0.@ 0r5 65.88
030 0.06 o.o5 023 0.47 3lJ4 0.81 0.00 0J0 66.04
o.oo 0.@ 0.oo 0.01 0.10 33JI l.l7 0.O3 0.45 64'74
0.02 0.05 0.@ 1.v8 1.05 29.97 0.00 0.00 033 56.60
0.oo o.o9 o.oo 2s8 2.67 27.10 0.12 0M 024 6721
1.09 1.76 338 E3,3 lJ3 20t2 0.@ 0.@ 0.18 63.61

6.90 2.2 455 3.64 18.67 0.00 5.tl 0.67 0.00 s7.14

0.d) or0 0.00529329.86 l4J6 1.45 0.C0 0J5 0.65
lJ5 0.06 0.004653?.15 1427 0.00 0,M024 0.47

ctptulrtdsile
VSIEa-14

os-lr alloy
VSl2r-l
vst&-l- l

Fe.: MM of Fe @reded ftr the chmmib 6dil effea To*: bhl of @@l€d de

Frc. 3. BSE images of unaltered and partia[y desulfurized,
pnmxy PGM. A. Laudt€ (anal. VSla-l, Table 2) associ
ated with silicate (probably pmgasite), included in unfrac-
tured fresh chromite from Kissavos. B. Os - Ir alloy (anal.
VS18a--1-1, Table 2), with epitaxic overgrowth of Fe-rich
cupro-iridsite (anal. VS18a-1-4, Table 2) included in ser-
pentine (Xerolivado). C. Composite grain, from Kissavos,
of laudte (anal. VS3a-6, Table 2) and pentlandite partially
replaced with metallic Ru and awaruite (aw). D. Compos-
ite grain of normal pentlandite and ruthenian pentlandite
(anal. VS11-1, Table 2) replaced with awaruite (aw) and
metallic Ru (Voidolakkos). E. Primary laurite (anal.
VSl3a-1-1, Table 2) associated with Ir - Rh - Fe - Cu -
Ni (anal. VSl3a-1-5, Table 4), from Voidolakkos, inter-
grown with chlorite (black). F. Corroded grain of laurite
associated with irarsite @ in serpentine (Agriatses).
Laurite is replaced along the rim by S-poor Ru - Os - h
sulfide. Nunbers refer to entries in Table 3 (aaal.
VS2a-1-1 to VS2a-1-4), the data being illustrated as
profiles in Figure 4.
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in Ni and Co. One grain (Fig. 5B) displays a core zone
characterized by a Ru:Os:Ir proportion similar to that in
laurite, but with a sulfir/metal ratio of about 0.5-0.3
Cfable 3, anal. VS5-1-1 and VS5-1-2), possibly rep-
resenting partially desuliuized laurite. The rim in con-
tact with ferdan cbromite gave zulfir/metal values as low
as 0.18-{.07 (Iable 3, anal. VS5-1-3 and VS5-1-4),
indicating progressive loss of sulfur, and corresponding
increase ofFe, Ni, and even PL The above data suggest
rhat laurile may undergo almost complete desulfurization,
probably during serpentinization. The process involves
formation of low-S Ru - Os - h sulfides which, in tum,
seem to be unstable with continuing alteration. hogres-
sive loss of S was apparently counterbalanced by intro-
duction of Fe and Ni. The PGE underwent some

remobilization: k was removed during the first step of
desulfurization, and some Pt had to be added to the
system in the last stage, if we accept that the grain in
Figure 5B is desulfurized laurite.

Secondary Pt-, Pd-, Ir-, Rh-bearing alloys
and arsenides

Sevenl PGM, containing Pt" P4 h, and Rh as major
elements, were encountered in the secondary assem-
blage of partially to totally altered samples of chromi-
tite from Voidolakkos, Kissavos, and Agriatses.

Figure 3E shows an idiomorphic grain of unaltered
laurite (Iable 2, atal. VS13a-1-1) overgrown by a

;e 40
.9
E30
g
{zo

(x 10)

Ru/Os

2 3

Analysis points

FIc. 4 Compositional variations in partially desulfurized taurite, obtained from the four points anatyzed (anal. Vs2a-l-l to
VS2a-1-4, Table 3) in the PGM grain in Figure 3F. Total PGE and the sum Fe + Ni + Co are expressed in atomZo, whereas
the sulfir/netal ratio has been multiplied ten times. The rim phase is depleted in S, Os, and h witl respect to the laurite core
because of desr.rlfirization and loss of PGE during the se4rntinization.



speck of Ni - Fe sulfide, less than 1 pm. across, rimmed
by Ru, and a large grain of. a PGMhavrng an approxi-
mately polygonal boundary and consisting of a com-
plex intergrowth of at least two phases: h - Rh - Fe -
Cu - Ni alloy (fable 4, anal. VS13a-1-5), and silicate.
Another grain of this type (Iable 5, anal. VS5-5-1) is
shown in Figure 6F, associated with the Ru - Os - h -
Fe mmpound (Iable4 anaL VS5-5-6).Inboth cases, only
apparent bulk-compositions were obtained by electron-
microprobe analysis, wbich were characterized by
stong matix-effects and very low totals. A qualitative
energy-dispersion (EDS) analysis shows that the sili-
cate consists of Si, Al, and Mg in similar proportion as
in the cblorite filling the cracks in the chromite. A rela-
tively high amount of As (6.17%o) was detected in the
grain of Figure 6F. We believe, therefore, that the inter-
growth mighthave formed al arelatively low temper;ature
by reduction of an original k - Rh chalcogenide (irar-
site?), with introduction ofchlorite and possibly also Fe
-Cu-N i .

The grain of partially desulfurized laurite in Fig-
ure 5B is in contact with an intergrowth s6nsigfing of
Cu - ft - Pd and Ni - Fe - Pt Clable 4, anal. VS5-1-10,
VS5-1-7), chlorite and ferrian chromite encased within
a polygonal cavity that probably was formerly occupied
by an unknown PGM. @cally, both minerals are
characterized by high reflectance and isotropy. Oxygen
was detected in the analysis of Cu - Pt - Pd and Ni -
Fe - ft. It was, however, cleady due to secotrdary
fluorescence from the associated O-bearing phases, the
low totals of the electron-microprobe analyses being
due to the small grain-size (d Um). Compositions are
not consistent with common Pt- Fe alloys known from
the literature @owles 1990), but exhibit prevalence of
the base metals over the PGE, suggesting PGEdch
awaruite and copper. On the basis of their mode of
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ocqurence, these alloys are interpreted as having
formed by secondary deposition of. PGE. An origin by
in situ redtuc0Lon of specific Pt - Pd sulfides is unlikely
on account of the absence of such minerals in the
prirnary PGM assemblage of the Vourinos chromitites
(Aug6 1985, 1988, Legendre & Aug6 1986, Aug6 &
Johan 1988, andthis work).

Another (h, Pt)-beadng Ni - Fe alloy, possibly PGE-
rich awaruite Clable 4, anal VS5a--!1 and VS5a-3-4),
occlus as colloform, botyoidal particles associated
with an unknown (RhNt) arsenide (Ftg. 5D) inbrecci-
af€d altered cbromite cemented by chlorite and limonite.
The (Rh,Ni) arsenide (Iable 4, anal. VS5a-3-3) cone-
sponds to the general formula (Rh,Ir"Pt Pd)NiAs, which
may possibly be refened to as the rhodian analogue of
majakire (ideally PdNiAs). It is dif&cult to establish the
origin (primary or secondary) of this phase. It might be
a relic of an original interstitial PGE arsenide involved
in the low-temperature alteration of the silicate mafrix
of the chromitite. However, small specks of the same
mineral associated with the ft-rich alloy were observed
disseminated in cracks cross-cutting the chromite brec-
cia, suggesting formation by deposition of. the PGE at
low temperature.

The orygen-bearing Ru- Os - Ir - Fe compounds

These PGM were found exclusively in t'wo samples
of weathered chromitite from the mine dump of Agriatses,
a locality not investigated in previous snrdies. BSE
images of the grains are shown in Figures 5A, C, 6,{ to
F, whereas representative electron-microprobe analyti-
cal data are listed in Table 5. A number of grains (21)
were encounterd but most of them were not readily
recognized during initial examinafion of polished sec-
tions because of their relatively low reflectance. They
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TASLE 3. REPRTSENTATIVB COMPOSITIONS OF PARTIAI-:LY DESULFUNAD LAURITE

FROM TT{E VOURINOS CHROMITITES

Fig. Cr Fe Fe' Co Nt cu os R U R h P t s Tot

0.00 13.47 9.15 43.60 0.!6 0.32 0.49 16'03 8tJ9

o.oo tz.sr 9.71 3925 022 0,47 038 34'91 98'26

6.oi rz.ee 10.16 39.13 0.50 0.3E 0.46 35,52 qss2

o.oo r:.:e 8.E5 45.13 135 o.@ 0.44 12.61 90'lt

6.zs re.ss ?J4 31.84 0.51 0,88 131 l2.M qo25

0.78 14.06 6.90 35.15 029 2.52 2.19 10,65 94'44

6.an rs.u 827 3s.03 0.1E 0.50 2.10 3Jg 7493

0.56 t0.35 5,4 2425 023 l42E 1.55 l.n 86.ji2

o.m 6.16 4.14 31.52 0.13 0.14 0.40 43.4E
0.00 4.09 3.13 24.05 0.13 0.15 02 61.41
0.@ 4.06 323 23.63 0.30 0.12 0.n 61s2
o.o0 615 4.10 39.76 t.l1 0.00 0.37 35.01
1.Ot 7.62 3.35 .94 0.42 0.39 l.lo 32,12
1.00 6.0? 2.94 2A.54 0r3 1.06 t.69 2127
0.82 9.87 5.10 41.13 0r0 0.30 2.34 't4.03

0.90 5.62 2.95 U.1g 023 1.56 1.50 6.13

0.53 4.56 4.56 0.08 0.53
0.46 0.52 0.52 0.Ol 022
0.45 0.52 0.52 0.00 0.19
0.47 7.05 7.05 0.11 lr8
QA 5.12 4.33 2.11 11.97
236 9.74 828 3.10 10.52
126 3.94 3.16 0.64 9.@
t.93 12,39 1120 l.l8 15.64

Vs2s-l-l 3-P
vs2a-l-2 3-F
VS2s-1-3 3-F
VS2&l-4 3-P
vsrl-l 5-B
vs5-!-2 5-B
vsj-1-3 s-B
vs5-1-4 5-B

Atomtg percent (@lould€d from @nsted de)
vs28-l-1 7.ll 0,lz 0:19
vs2a-l-2 0.58 0'01 023
Vs28-l-3 0.57 0.00 0r0
VS2a-t-4 1124 0,17 1,94
vs5-l-1
vss-l-2
vs5-t-3
vs5-l-4

6.63 3.14 l72A
12.t1 432 14.70
6,11 129 1820

20:72 2,07 27,52

Fot: Adom of Fo @rrct€d lo the obrcmits narrix efree Tott: total of @rE{ted daJa)'
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FIo. 5. BSE images of secondary PGM from the weathered samples of cbromitite from Agriatses, showing the effects of
los/-temllsrature mobilization of the PGE. A. Zoned grain of oxygen-bearing Ru - Os - Ir - Fe associated with chlorite and
limonite (L) in crack. The altered portion of the grain (point 5) is depleted in Pt, Ir, Pd with respect to point 2 (anal. VSG2-2
and VSG2-5, Table 5). B. Grains ofpartially desulfirized laurite displays rim depleted in S ana enriched in ft (anal.
Vss-l-l to VS5-1-4, Table 3). Ni - Fe - Pt and Cu - Pr - Pd alloys (anaI. VS5-1-7 and VS5-1-10, Table 4) are intergrown
with chlorite (black) and ferrian chromite (0 within a cavity lvith a polygonal shap. C. Zoned gFain of oxygen-bearing Ru
- Os - Ir - Fe, intergrown with abundanr limonite (L), having Pt- and Pd-enriched areas (anal. VSsar-L to VS5ar-3,
Table 5). D. Botyoidal aggregate of h - Pt - Ni - Fe alloy (anal. VS5a-3-1 and VS5a-3-4, Table 4) associared wirh Rh
arsenide (anal. VS5a-3-3, Table 4) in ferrian cbromite breccia cemented by chlorite and limonite (L).

attacted our attention only under the elecfion micro-
scope o\ring to their brightness with respect to other
sulfides, and were proven to contain PGEby qualitative
EDS analysis. The grains range 2.5 to23 Um in diame-
ter and vary from distinctly polygonal to roundish to
extemely inegular. They may occur as single grains,
associated with chlorite, limonite, ferrian cbromite" or
with other secondary PGM. T\ey axe noticeably less
reflectant than laurite, and vary in color from yellowish
white to pinkish grey. At high magnification (800X)
and oil immersion, the grains exhibit a typically patchy
extinction, that in the case ofthe grain in Figure 6D has

a characteristic hourglass zoning (not visible in the BSE
image). The intemal texture of grains becomes con-
spicuous under partially crossed nicols; it vmies from
mosaic-like to radial-fibrous, with strong anisotropy
thaf gives the effect of iridescence, similar to gnphite. It
was impossible to establish by means of optical obser-
vation whether the grains consist of one or more phases.
Back-scafiered electron images show rugged spotted
surfaces @igs. 6A, B), which would appear to be a
result of chemical heterogeneity, i.e., mixtures of two
phases with different average atomic number, rather
than porosity. The surface of some grains appears as a
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TABLE 4. REPRESENTATIVE coMPoslTloNs oF Pt., lr., Pd., AND Rh-BEARING ALLoYS Al.iD ARSENIDES
FROM THE VOURINOS CHROMITI]IS

Ru Rh A3 Tott

621,

'Wtr/o

Ailo$ Fl&
vstl-7 5-B
vs5-l-10 5-B
Vssa-3-l 5-D
VS5e-3-4 5-D
Vsl3a-l-s 3-E

Fo. Co Cu 08

2.U 20.05 17.94 l.l8 22.91 1.52 0.36 0.48 4.08 0r0
6.53 11.95 4.83 1.72 9.97 31.45 0.33 0.M 2.17 0.37
5.54 19,63 1626 \.Q 34.73 0.00 0.00 22.43 0.04 t.9E
5.04 14.@ 10.94 0.18 22.05 0.00 0.12 2t.52 0.00 1.00

16.05 11.97 7.41 0.00 1.42 1.97 3.02 31.96 2.35 8.17

4427 0.@ 0.02 0.00 93.55
23.42 10.16 0.02 0.00 91.08
t222 1.33 0.00 0.00 97.63
10.99 0.10 0.ll 027 7428
0.14 0.05 0.35 027 57,12

Anqldq
vstS-l 6F 2.18 18.9t 11.36 0.m 11.72 0.09 0.@ 34.19 0.54 E.27
VS5a-3-3 5-D 11.02 7.73 l.0l 0.05 19.93 0.00 0.03 10.53 0.08 25.36

Atomlq perd (aaloulared iom @@ted dara)
AIW
vs5-t-7
vssl-10
VS5a-3-1
VS5a-3-4
VSl3a-l-5

Anqld6
vs5-tl
Vs5a-3-3

31.03 1.93 37.70 231 0.18 0r4 3.90 0.19
7,70 2.60 15.t2 52.44 0.15 0.02 1.91 0.32

24.41 2.34 49.71 0.00 0.00 9.81 0.03 7.33
24.56 038 47.09 0.00 0.08 18.60 0.00 lr2
n)6 0J,0 4.95 635 325 34.03 4.76 1624

35.O 0.14 22.88 0.16 0.00 20.38 0.61 921
1.64 0.08 30.75 0.00 0.02 4.96 0.07 22.33

0.98

2t.92
10.6E
526
7.M
0.14

0.5E
3,41

0.78 0.04 6.17 E02l
330 0.08 27.89 95J9

0.54 0.05 0.00
9.00 0.07 0.00
1.05 0.@ 0.00
0.12 0.43 0.45
0.12 226 0.73

0.u o.t4 9.44
2.8t 0,233,72

F9.: Fe @@lted fo! thg chrcmito Earrix eff€t; Tot': mal of oreted dala

TA3LE 5. REPRESENTATIVE CoMPOSITIONS OF oXYGEN-BEARING Ru-od!-Fe COMPOIJNDS
IN WEATHERED CHROMITIIIS OF AORIATSES, VOURINOS

IVtr/o

vs5-2-4
vs5-3-2
vs54-r
vs5-5-6
VStSa-2
vs5-6.3
vstt-l
vs5-9-5
vs5-1Gl
vss-1tl
vst13t
vsrl3-5
VSsa-l-l
VS5a-l-4
VS5a-2-l
VS5a-2-2
VS58-2-3
vs62-2
vs62-5
VS68n-2
VS6&3-3
vs6a4-2
VS6a-5-1

Flg.

6D

Fe Fei P d s

0,27 255 0.00 31.13 9,63 32.95 0.41 0.09 0.43 0.06 E3.2t
020 l.l3 0.20 1924 ll.Eo 37.33 0.68 0.43 0.75 0.00 79.34
0.08 1.79 0.00 33.35 6.15 111 0.35 0.r4 0.12 0,02 s9.67
0.10 3.40 0.28 18.89 n:n 32.76 0.57 3.03 0.65 0.00 81.27
0.08 4.59 0.00 13.85 ll.8l 40.03 0,69 0.52 0.19 0.00 76.16
0.06 1.51 0.00 24.74 9.58 ?2,2r 0.50 023 0.,{0 0.03 76,47
022 1J7 0.00 24.03 12.43 31.86 0.69 0.02 0.37 0.@ 79.52
0.13 t.l3 20.29 t6.50 10.v7 21.94 1.23 0.6 1.96 0,00 E4J9
0.17 1.51 0.00 6.10 8.6 39.47 0.75 0.08 0.51 0.00 73,52
0.14 0.16 16.39 ll.l4 6.n x30 0.60 0.02 026 0.00 62,87
0.61 6.36 0.00 1.79 8.22 46.09 0.51 0.14 0.50 0,09 6.62
2.10 tz.W 0.00 2.07 7.83 31.71 0.20 0:1 0.6011.54 81.75
0.M 6.51 0,33 21.56 ta.U 25.62 1.04 1.06 0.93 0,01 7920
0.31 9.,1E 123 19.81 8.16 18.74 0.16 14.@ 2.01 0.07 80.97
0.07 3.74 020 9.87 l8r3 16.08 0.11 n.9 l.l3 0.09 87.52
0.00 0.79 0.40 1t.87 tE,64 2722 0.38 0.64 3J6 0.00 ??.63
0.00 1.18 22E tr.4 13.07 16.55 0.00 3J7 19.85 0.00 77.98
0.16 t.tE 0.00 16.40 ll.E9 2E.63 0.33 3.68 0.46 0.02 78.11
0.0E 0.89 0.00 16.9E 6.9 3225 0.39 0.15 0r4 0.@ 76.16
0.00 0.a2 0.00 19.90 6.95 30.59 0.40 0.00 0r0 0.00 78.Et
0.N 027 0.00 il.17 5.53 37J4 0.32 0.00 029 0.00 70.37
0.00 0.49 0.00 21.41 7.13 33.E9 0.93 0.00 0.16 0.00 81.87
0.15 0.E9 0.01 16.61 11,80 22.65 0.44 0.17 036 0.N 11,2,

6E
6-E
5-C
5{
5{
5-A
5-A
6-A
&B

1.56 6.61 5.66
0.88 8.12 7.sE
5.83 13.,15 9.90
2.95 10.62 a.n
s.07 7.49 4.40
2,62 19,2t t7,61
1,77 922 8.13
l.7l 5.53 4.48
4.25 19.52 t6.93

10.18 8.30 2.09
5.06 7,33 425
4.18 10.43 6.65
0.94 8.3t 7.74
1.47 9.60 7.00
2.50 11.53 10.01
t.8l 15.43 14.33
l.9l l l .,16 l0r8
227 t6,t5 ts,36
1.78 19.17 18.s4
2.36 20.85 20.4
5.55 16.99 15.05
2.18 18.63 17.86
3.43 1933 18.14

Pe.: Fo 6n*ted fq O9 cbrcDltg Dalrix offet Tot.: total of @ffited d!t&

vermicular intergrowth of different phases @igs. 6C,
D, D, although X-ray maps showing the distribution of
elements could notreveal the nature of the intergrowths
because of their low resolution relative to the small size
of the aggregate of particles.

Electron-microprobe-derived compositions display
@u > Os > k) > (Fe > Ni > Co), with the ratio of the
PGE ta the base metals in the range 3.6-L.W . Ru and
Fe are usually predominang although composition
VS5-4-1 exhibits Os > Ru, snd analyses VS5-13-5,
VS5-9-5 and VS5-11-t reveal Ni > Fe or Cu > Fe.
Variable amounls of Rh. ft and Pd were detected in
some grains. Tbree grains @igs. 5A, C, 6E) contain Pt-

and Pd-enriched zones (Iable 5, anal. VS5a-2-1,
VS5a-2-3, VS5 *-14,Y56-2-2} usually associafed with
atr increase in the concenffation of Ni or Cu or both.
These areas do not differ substantially in optical char-
acter from the remainder of the grain, and would appear
to reflect compositional zoning. The presence of oxy-
gen was qualitatively ascertained in the largest grains,
but failure to obtain quantitative determinations prevents
any conclusive interpretation of the nature of these min-
erals. Nevertheless, following the arguments of Aug6 &
Legendre (L994), who described PGE oxides and hy-
droxides in placer deposits from New Caledonia at
least two hypotheses can be envisaged to explain the
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ft6. (. B$tr im:ges of oxygen-bearing Ru - Os - Ir - Fe compund associated with altered chromite and cblorite in the samples
of weathered chromitite of Agriatses. Grains from A to D refer to compositions VS6a-1-2, VS6a-3-3 and VS5-{-3,
VS5-2-4 Clable 5). E. Zoned grain of Ru - Os - Ir - Fe, showing enrichment in F[ and Pd at point 4 (anal. VS5a-1-1 and
VS5a-1-4,Table5).F.Ru-Os-Ir-Fegrain(anal.VS5-5-6,Table5)associatedwithlr-Rh-Fe-Cu-Nialloy(anal.
VS5-5-1, Table 4) intergrown with chlorite (black) amlogous to tle grain in Fig. 3E.



Fe+Nl+Cu

lr+Rh+Pt+Pd

FIG. 7. A. Plot of tle composition of the Ru - Os - Ir - Fe
interms of O -PGE- (Fe+ Ni

+ Cu), in alamic Vo, after recalculation of metals as ideal
oxides considering (PGE)O2, FqO3, NiO, and CuO. B.
Plot of the composition of laurite (filled circles) and oxy-
gen-bearing Ru - Os - Ir - Fe compound (open squares),
in terms of Ru - Os - h, in atomic 7o, with minor amounts
of Rh, Pt, and Pd added 0o k Compositional fields of
previously reported tenestoial Os - h - Ru alloys (Ilarris
& Cabri 1991) are showq as shaded areas, for comparison.
Some of the data points for tle Ru - Os - Ir - Fe compound
overlap the field of primary laurite, and some display
emichment in h + Rh + ft + Pd. which is unusual for
natrral laurite.

origin of oxygen n the PGM: 1) There is some evi-
dence that some of these grains actually consists of
submicroscopic associations of native PGE with Fe-hy-
droxides. This conclusion is supported by optical and
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SEM investigations, indicafing that a number of these
minerals are visibly heterogeneous, and commonly in
contact with limonite. 2) Alternatively, the compounds
couldbs'tue'oxides. The existence of PGE- O chemi-
cal bonding cannot be demonstated in the absence of
stucfiral data although it should not be ruled out in
principle. Hypothetical compositions of the Ru - Os -
Ir - Fe compounds in the ternary diagram O - PGE -
(Fe + Ni + Cu) are presented in Figure 7A. They were
obtained by recalculation of all metals as ideal oxides,
considering a constant valenca of.4+ for PGE, and the
oxides FezOg, NiO, and CuO. Recalculation yielded
totals between 96 and lM wt%o in gnins larger than
5 p.rn, the deviation from LO07o possibly being due to
either the presence of OH or the presence of other
valence states of the PGE, between 2+ and 6+ in oxy-
gen-bearing compounds @rookins 1987).

Some grains contain fiaces of sulfur, whereas others
display S-enriched zones (Table 5, anal. VS5-13-5) in
which the sulfur/metal value is as low as 0.47 all.d
approaches that of partially desulfurized laurite. This
observation suggests that the oxygen-bearing com-
pounds may have had sulfide precumors, and possibly
represent thg last stage oflaurite desulfurization, nnalo-
gous to the porous Ru - Fe alloy desoibed by Stockman
& Hlava (1984). However, the Ru - Os - (h + Rh + Pt
+ Pd) diagram (Fig. 7B) shows two distinct groups of
compositions. One group plots close to the Ru - Os join,
is clearly distinct from previously reported terrestrial
alloys (Harris & Cabri 1991) because of a higher Ru
content, and overlaps the compositional field of the
Vourinos laurite, confi:ming apossible genetic relafiion
The other group plots in the Ru-rich field of the terres-
trial alloys, and displays enricbment in h, baving k > Os
in some cases. These compositions also have relatively
high ft and Pd that is quite unusual for the Vourinos
laurite. Therefore, iflaudte was the sulfide precursor of
this gronp of PGM also, enrichment in h, Pt and Pd must
have occurred a.t some stage during or after desulfiuiza-
tion.

There is also evidence that the Ru - Os - Ir - Fe
compounds are unstable during low-temperature evolu-
tion of the host chromitite. The zoned grain located in
a crack in contact with ferrian chromite. chlorite and
limonite (Fig. 5A) consists of two parts separated by a
sharp boundary that clearly appears to be in physical
continuity with the left border of tle crack An elecffon-
microprobe analysis shows that h, Pt, Pd and Ni are
depleted whereas Ru and Fe are enriched in theportion
of the grain inside the crack (Table 5, anal. YS6-2-2
and VSG-2-5). The presence of abundant limonite in
this fissure and adjacent to the grain suggests that Fe
may have been added by reaction with a circulating
aqueous fluid, whereas grain zonation demonstrates
that these solutions were able to remove h, Pt, and Pd
preferentially; these elements were redistributed in the
chromitite alteration-system, thus resulting in a relative
increase of the less mobile Ru and Os in the relict PGM.
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Examination of cbromitite samples from the Vourinos
ophiolite complex has revealed that primary-magmatic
laurite and ruthenian pentlandite are replaced along
their rim by low-S Ru - Os - Ir sulfide or metallic Ru
and awaruite by desulfi.rization. In addition, a suite of
metallic PGE compounds previously unreported from
Vourinos has been discovered in the altered portions of
cbromitite samFles from Agriatses, being exemplified
by secondary Ru - Os - h - Fe compounds containing
oxygen as a major constituent and h - Rh - Fe and ft
- Cu - Ni alloys. The.se minerals are in apparent dis-
equilibrium with the conditions inferred for precipita-
tion of magmatic PGM at Vourinos, involving
progressive increase of"(Sz) at decreasing T (Irgendre
& Aug6 1986). On the contrary, they are interpreted to
have formed in response to decrease of/(S2) during
postnagmatic evolution of the chromitite at relatively
low temperatures.

The Ru - Os - Ir - Fe oxygen-bearing compounds of
Vourinos are similarin composition tro the porous Ru- Fe
alloy from ophiolitic chromitites of Oregon (Stockman
& Hlava 1984), but they differ in optical properties,
probably indicating a distinct mineral species. Never-
theless, we beheve that, similarly to the Oregon alloy,
it represents the last stage of in slra desulfirization of
crystals of primarylauriteunderthe influence of chemi-
cally active solutions. This is supported by detection of
S in some of the grains, indicating origin by reduction
of a sulfide precursoro and argues against direct deposi-
tion of these PGM fuom circulating solutions. Porosity
produced by reducing reactions, typical ofthe Oregon
alloy, was not observed in the samples described here.
External morphology and apparent lack of voids indi-
cate that there was ae significant change in volume, and
tbe loss of S was presumably compensated by gains in
Fe, Ni, and Cu. Incorporation of oxygen, not reported
from the Oregon alloyo was qualitatively demonstrated
in some grains from Vourinos, although it was not
possible to establish the chemical bonding with PGE
and with Fe.

Paragenetic and compositional observations suggest
that the assemblage of secondary PGM w as not formed
in a single step ofalteration, but is the result ofsqmFlex
reworking of the primary PGM involving
variations of the physical and chemical parameters.
Serpentinization, which is easily visible in all of the
samples examined, has produced importanl mod:ifica-
tions to the assemblage of opaque minerals in tle
cbromitites. Secondary sulndes (penflandite, millsrite,
heazlewoodite), alloys (awaruite, native copper), and
oxides (magnetite, ferrian chrcmite) were formed
during this evenl reflecting the establishment of reduc-
ing conditions (relatively low Eh and pII) determined
by release of H2during hydration of olivine @cksnand
L975). At this stage, cbromite was little affected, and
protected the includet PGM ftom alteration. Only those

grains in contact with fractures or within the silicate
maffix may undergo par-tial desulfirization along their
rim because of the marked drop of/(S). Precipitation
of abundant Fe hydroxides and formation of oxygen-
beming PGM are confined to samples from Agriatses.
The Fe hydroxides (goetlite, lepidocrocite, and limo-
nite) are not expected as product of serpentinization
@ilippidis 1982, 1985), but they are very common as
weathering products after iron-bearing minerals in vari-
ous types of gossans. Their crystallization musl there-
fore, postdate the main event of serpentinization. The
samples collected in old mine dumps have probably
been exposed to present-day weathering for a long time,
which involved increase of /(O) and shifting of pH
toward basic values. Under these conditions. Fe-
hydroxides become stable, desulfirrization proceeds by
oxidation ofS to SOaion in aqueous solution, and atthe
same time reduced metals present in the PGM grains
can be oddized Theoretical Eh-pH diagrams @rookins
1987) suggest that oxides of Ru and Os might coexist
with Fe(OII)3 in a relatively wide range of conditions,
supporting the possible existence of PGE - O bonding
in the Ru - Os - k - Fe compounds of Agriatsas.

Several lines of evidence indicate movement of the
PGE during the formation of the secondary PGM
assemblage at low temperature: 1) laurite loses some Ir
and probably Os during eaxly stages of desulfurization,
2) oxidized compounds of Ru - Os - k - Fe are
unstable, releasing h < Pd < PL 3) variable amounts of
Ir, Pt, andPdwereprobably added to some desulfurized
grains, together with Fe, Ni, Cu, and O, and 4) anhedral
to colloform and botyoidal k-, h- and Pd-bearing
alloys probably formed by redeposition from aqueous
solutions. It seems clear that the PGE display differen-
tial mobility, approximately in the order Ru < Os < Rh
<k<Pd <ft. This sequence is inbroad agrcement with
i) theoretical predictions on Eh-pH conditions of stabil-
ity of PGE species in aqueous systems (Westland 1981,
Wood et aI. 7992), and i) the higher mobility of Pt and
Pd with respect to the other PGE observed in many
natural occurrences @owles 1986, Bowles et aL L994,
Prichard & l,ord 1994). The absence ofspecific ft- and
Pd-bearing PGM n the magmatic assemblage implies
that these metals were originaly provided to the solu-
tions by alteration ofprimary laurite, irarsite and cupro-
iridsite containing ft and Pd in hace amounts. Because
of their higher mobility in comparison with the rest of
the PGE, ft and Pd were progressively and selectively
concenfrated during advancing alteration, until the
precipitation of specific phases. The process should act
as a sort of chemical refining as a result of repeated
cycles of dissolution and redeposition at low tempera-
ture, in response to appropriate changes of Eh and pH
@owles 1987).

The extent of PGE mobtltzation is dfficult to deter-
mine on the basis of mineralogical observations. It has
been suggested that Pt may be mobilized into soils over
distance.s of several te, rs of meters (Bowles 1987, Cook &



Fletcher 1992, C@k et aL 1992, Prichard & Iord 1994).
However, we believe that in the example described
here, there probably was redistribution of the more
mobile metals (k, ft, Pd) only at a small scale (centi-
metric). Furthermore, this evidence is limited to
strongly weathered samples, as the mutual relations of
PGE n normally serpent'nized chromitites of the
Vourinos complex actually reflect maematic processes
@conomou et al. 1986, Kostantopoulou & Economou-
Eliopoulos 1991).
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